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NOTE ON DATES
The analysis was calibrated in 2016 to align with some data sources from the Census of
Statistics Canada. All charts relating to energy and emissions therefore span from 2016 to 2050.
Charts related to actions or the impact of actions begin in 2019 to correspond with when the
actions are implemented.
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TERMS AND
ACRONYMS
Autonomous
vehicles

Also known as self-driving vehicles; vehicles in which at least some aspects of
a safety critical control function (e.g., steering, acceleration, or braking) occur
without direct driver input.

A-S-I

Avoid, shift, improve

BAU

Business as usual

BRT

Bus rapid transit- A bus system that aims to combine the capacity and speed of
a metro with the lower cost and flexibility of a bus system. Typically, BRT systems
have dedicated rights-of-way.

Capacity factor

The ratio of a power plant’s actual output over time to its potential output if it

Carbon dioxide

A measure for describing the global warming potential a given type and amount

equivalent (CO2e)

were possible to operate continuously over the same period.

of greenhouse gas may cause, using the equivalent amount or concentration of
carbon dioxide (CO2) as a reference. CO2e is expressed as million metric tons of
carbon dioxide equivalent (MtCO2e).

CEI

Community energy initiative

CEP

Community energy plan

CDD

Cooling degree days- The number of degrees that a day’s average temperature is

District energy (DE)

District energy systems provide heating and/or cooling to multiple buildings

Energy storage

Technologies that save generated energy and use it at another time. Energy

above 18 degrees Celsius requiring air conditioning.

from centralized energy provision systems.

storage includes electric systems such as batteries as well as thermal systems
such as hot and cold-water storage tanks.

GHG

Greenhouse gases - Gases that trap heat in the atmosphere by absorbing and
emitting solar radiation within the atmosphere, causing a greenhouse effect that
warms the atmosphere and leads to global climate change. The main GHGs are
water vapor, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and ozone.
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HDD

Heating degree days are calculated as how much colder the mean
temperature at a location is than 18°C on a given day. For example, if a
location experiences a mean temperature of 8°C on a certain day, there
were 10 HDD (Heating Degree Days) that day because 18 - 8 = 10.

OEG

Our Energy Guelph

PV

Photovoltaics

Re-commissioning

A process of examining how a building’s operating and maintenance systems
are functioning and optimizing these systems after a building has been fully
operational for a period of time.

Sankey

A type of diagram that illustrates the flow of materials, often energy, through a

VKT

Vehicle kilometres travelled- A measurement of kilometres travelled by vehicles

system.

within a specified region for a specified time period.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
The City of Guelph pioneered community energy planning in Canada over ten years ago. This
analysis is an update to those efforts, an exploration of a pathway to achieve Council’s new
target of becoming a Net Zero Carbon community by 2050.
Twenty-five actions were analysed in an energy and emissions model, CityInSight, to identify
a physically coherent pathway to this target, known as the low carbon pathway. In sum, these
actions achieve a 92% reduction over 2016 levels by 2050, or a 95% reduction on a per capita
basis.
Figure 1 illustrates the rapid decline in GHG emissions beginning in mid 2020s before levelling
off in 2040, relative to the BAU, shown in the dark blue line.
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Figure 1. Projected GHG emissions for the low carbon scenario
The extent of the change in the energy system required to achieve this decline in GHG
emissions is illustrated in Figure 2. Natural gas is nearly phased out in the buildings sector and
gasoline and diesel are phased out in transportation, in favour of electricity in both sectors.
Efficiency gains occur in all sectors, resulting in a decline in total energy consumption.
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Figure 2. Energy mix and energy consumption in 2016 and in the low carbon scenario in 2050.
Twenty-two of the twenty-five actions generate a positive present value using a 3% discount
rate over the period analysed (2018-2050). In other words, implementing these actions saves
money, and many of these actions may represent business opportunities, depending on the
level of risk and return that a particular business seeks. There were two actions for which the
modeling returned a negative present value: increased active transportation and heat pumps.
The total investment required to implement the program over the period is $4.8 billion ($3.3
billion present value), generating a net benefit of $4.85 billion ($1.85 billion in present value).
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Table 1. FINANCIAL SUMMARY OF THE LOW CARBON SCENARIO
Undiscounted
Investment
Energy savings
Carbon price credit
Revenue from local generation
Cumulative net cost of program
"IRR" of whole program

Present value1

$4,762,386,895

$3,255,439,632

($4,282,094,041)

($2,249,606,474)

($1,345,905,076)

($699,913,389)

($3,988,096,770)

($2,157,683,073)

($4,853,708,991)

($1,851,763,303)
8.98%

Note: In the convention used here, investments are shown as positive and savings and revenues as negative.

The 25 actions do not achieve the City’s target of net zero carbon by 2050, as there are 93 kt
CO2e remaining in 2050, primarily from electricity generation in the provincial grid. This gap
can be addressed either through unanticipated technological developments, a bulk purchase
of green electricity, or through some form of carbon offsets. In the US, many municipalities
are already undertaking bulk purchases of green electricity and natural gas to stimulate the
market, while undertaking actions like those contemplated in this plan involving physical
interventions in the City of Guelph’s urban system. 2
The implementation of the low carbon pathway will require rapidly scaling up the City of
Guelph’s activities, with new financial resources, and staff and community capacity. The City
has considerable experience and local assets that can support this effort, as well as existing
policies such as Guelph Energy Efficiency Retrofit Strategy (GEERS).

1 Discounted at a 3% rate.
2 For a commentary on this trend, see: Trabish, H. (2017). Join or die: How utilities are coping with 100% renewable
energy goals. https://www.utilitydive.com/news/join-or-die-how-utilities-are-coping-with-100-renewable-energygoals/512664/
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1. OVERVIEW
1.1 INTRODUCTION
In 2016, City of Guelph’s Council requested a ten-year update of the Guelph Community
Energy Plan (CEP), which was considered the first of its kind in North America. A communitybased task force was recruited to lead the update, which was earlier renamed the Community
Energy Initiative (CEI). This task force was renamed Our Energy Guelph (OEG) and is the current
leadership body for the CEI.
The paper constitutes the second report of the metrics and analysis component of the CEI
update. The first report, available as a separate document, included three sections:
Part 1: Energy & Emissions, 2016-2050, includes the results and analysis of:
▶▶ A baseline energy and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions inventory for 2016;
▶▶ An energy and GHG emissions business-as-usual (BAU) scenario, to 2050;
▶▶ Energy maps.
Part 2: Data, Methods & Assumptions, discusses the data, methods, assumptions and
simulation tool used to develop the baseline inventory and BAU scenario.
Part 3: Energy Mapping, includes a series of energy maps and analysis
Following a presentation to Council in May 2018 on the results of the first report and broader
community engagement, the City of Guelph established the goal of becoming a Net Zero
Carbon community by 2050 and ensuring that the City’s operations are powered by 100%
renewable energy by 2050.
This report evaluates strategies and actions required to achieve the City of Guelph’s GHG
emissions targets.
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1.2 METHOD
The approach used to develop this report consisted of four steps:
1.

Finalize list of outcomes and assumptions: Using the list of outcomes from the
RFP, SSG worked with the City and OEG to develop a final list of actions and the
assumptions associated with those actions.

2. Modelling each outcome: Each action was modelled in CityInSight to evaluate its
impact on energy and GHG emissions by 2050. The modelling assessed the impact of
the actions to the year 2050.
3. Integrated scenario: All the actions were modelled in an integrated scenario to capture
the feedback between the actions. For example, what impact do the efficiency gains
associated with renovations have on the sizing of district energy systems to ensure they
are not over-built?
4. Analysis of the results: An analysis of the results of each of the actions and the
integrated scenario was completed and is illustrated in this report.

1.3 BUSINESS AS USUAL (BAU) RESULTS
The population of Guelph is projected to grow by 53% between 2016 and 2050, adding 78,700
new residents. This growth is expected to be accompanied by 75,600 new jobs, and 37,900 new
households, which will drive demand for new residential and non-residential floor space. This
growth will also drive additional demands for transportation and generate additional waste.
As the population continues to grow, the BAU projections indicate that community-wide
energy demand will increase only slightly, by 0.15%, from 24.04 million GJ to 24.41 million GJ
between 2016 and 2050, but emissions will decline by 6%, from 1,103,600 tCO2e in 2016, to
1,031,800 tCO2e in 2050. 3
Per capita energy is projected to decline by 35%, from 169 GJ/cap in 2016 to 111 GJ/cap in 2050,
while per capita emissions are projected to decline by 38%, from 7.4 tCO2e/cap in 2016 to 4.5
tCO2e/cap in 2050.

3 Note that an adjustment to the BAU was made from the Baseline and BAU report as a result of a change in the
accounting for methane from the wastewater treatment plant.
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While population continues to grow, the BAU projections indicate that emissions have a slightly
decreasing trajectory. This decrease is primarily driven by:
▶▶ fuel efficiency standards and the uptake of electric vehicles in the transportation sector;
▶▶ the incremental increase in building efficiency standards for new buildings;
▶▶ reduced energy demands for space heating in new and existing buildings due to a
decrease in heating degree days projected to occur as the climate continues to warm;
and
▶▶ a marginal switch to electricity in the buildings and transportation sectors.
Total expenditures on energy in Guelph increase from $499 million in 2016 and to $673 million
by 2050. Per-household expenditures on fuel and electricity decrease from $4,110 in 2016 to
$3,330 in 2050, primarily as a result of vehicle efficiency standards.
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Figure 3. Projected BAU emissions for Guelph (kt CO2e), 2016-2050.
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2. ACTIONS
IDENTIFICATION
2.1 INVENTORY OF ACTIONS
An action is defined as an intervention supported by policy or other mechanisms that can be
led by the City or its partners to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The first part of the actions
development process involved extensive research of low carbon actions and best practices to
reduce emissions at the community scale. Previous work by the City and Our Energy Guelph
was considered in this process, as were the results from the baseline and BAU. The list of
potential actions was reviewed and revised with City staff.
High level observations from the first report were as follows:
▶▶ Switching to electricity provides a significant emissions reduction opportunity, because
the GHG emissions resulting from the generation of electricity in Ontario are low.
▶▶ By 2035, increases in vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT) will outpace any energy gains
realized from vehicle fuel efficiencies and electric vehicles.
▶▶ New construction standards will be important given the rate and extent of growth
projected.
▶▶ Retrofitting the existing building stock will also be important because of the GHG
emissions intensity of energy use in existing buildings.
▶▶ New electricity generation capacity from renewables will be needed to address the
remaining GHG emissions associated with electricity generation.
▶▶ The city is expected to continue to benefit from variables outside of the City’s control, in
particular the fuel efficiency standards and the greening of the provincial grid; however,
the City cannot rely solely on these factors to reduce emissions.
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Figure 4 illustrates the emissions by sector and fuel type for the calibrated baseline for the City
of Guelph in 2016.
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Figure 4. Emissions by sector and fuel type, 2016.
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2.2 CONSIDERATIONS IN IDENTIFYING ACTIONS
Three different lenses inform the identification of actions for a low carbon scenario.

REDUCE, IMPROVE, SWITCH
This approach, which we have adapted from similar concepts such as the well-known ReduceReuse-Recycle (from the waste sector) and Avoid-Shift-Improve4 (from the transportation
sector), seeks to look at the energy system as a whole in all sectors. It focuses on the concept
of reducing energy consumption and improving the efficiency of the energy system (supply
and demand), and then switching to low carbon or zero carbon renewable sources for the
remaining demand.
The energy system is complex, and the linear application of reduce-improve-switch is not
simple; neither should it be the only approach considered. Many actions have cross-cutting
impacts; for example, building retrofits can reduce the amount of energy required for space
heating (through envelope improvements), and improve the efficiency of the energy used in
the building (through equipment upgrades). Additionally, solar PV could be installed on the
roof, facilitating a switch to a zero-carbon renewable source. In general, whether it be buildings,
transport or waste, the idea is to first reduce the amount of energy needed by as much as
possible (through reduced consumption and efficiencies), and then to switch to low or zero
carbon energy to supply the remainder of the demand.

TURNOVER INERTIA
A key consideration in identifying actions is the number of opportunities that exist to replace
infrastructure as part of the natural transition at the end of that infrastructure’s serviceable life,
between now and 2050. Different types of infrastructure, represented as stocks in the model,
have different degrees of longevity.
As represented in Figure 5 for example (which depicts the replacement assumptions used in
the PATHWAYS modelling of the Risk Business project)5 , hot water heaters will turnover three
times between now and 2050, providing three opportunities to upgrade the efficiency or
switch to different fuel types. Each shade represents the lifetime of an infrastructure type; a
4 GIZ. (2011). Sustainable urban transport: Avoid-shift-improve. Retrieved from http://www.sutp.org/files/contents/documents/resources/E_Fact-Sheets-and-Policy-Briefs/SUTP_GIZ_FS_Avoid-Shift-Improve_EN.pdf
5 Adopted from: Duane, T, Koomey, J., Belu, K., & Hausker, K. (2017). From risk to return: Investing in a clean energy
economy. Retrieved from http://riskybusiness.org/site/assets/uploads/sites/5/2016/10/RBP-FromRiskToReturn-WEB.pdf
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change from one shade to another represents one turnover, or one replacement opportunity.
Residential buildings built today, however, will still be around in 2050; decisions on shape,
size and energy performance for buildings today therefore have direct implications on GHG
reductions targets for 2050. This is not to say that interventions cannot be made midway
through the lifetime of an investment, but the cost will be higher.

Figure 5. Example of turnover of key stocks.6
The most durable investment is the urban form, which can last up to one hundred or more
years, and is accompanied by such a significant investment that it cannot be easily changed.
From a carbon perspective, the inertia of the urban form generates both positive and negative
feedback cycles. A city that is compact will have lower GHG emissions and energy demand
as people are more likely to walk and cycle. Transit investments are more financially feasible
in this context, with more people having easy access; when transit is built, new development
is attracted to the transit corridor and the city continues to densify, with carbon emissions
declining further. District energy systems also tend to be more financially feasible in a compact
city, as higher energy loads are in closer proximity to each other and to the district energy
heating source (plant), driving down the cost of district energy, and resulting in a further
decline in emissions.

6 Adopted from: Duane, T, Koomey, J., Belu, K., & Hausker, K. (2017). From risk to return: Investing in a clean energy
economy. Retrieved from http://riskybusiness.org/site/assets/uploads/sites/5/2016/10/RBP-FromRiskToReturn-WEB.pdf
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COMMUNITY ENERGY PLANNING (CEP)
A key aspect of community energy planning includes prioritizing interventions in terms of a
hierarchy based on what lasts longest.7 The first priority is land use planning and infrastructure,
including density, mix of land uses, energy supply infrastructure and transportation
infrastructure. The second is major production processes, transportation modes and buildings,
including industrial process, choice of transportation modes, and building and site design.
The final priority is energy-using equipment including transit vehicles, motors, appliances and
HVAC systems.
This hierarchy explicitly concentrates the efforts on spheres of influence where there are fewer
opportunities to intervene between now and 2050 and it decreases the emphasis on the easier
interventions which are likely to have greater short-term returns. The World Bank defines this
consideration as urgency;8 posing the question: Is the option associated with high economic
inertia such as a risk of costly lock-in, irreversibility, or higher costs, if action is delayed or not? If
the answer is yes, then action is urgent; if not, it can be postponed. From this perspective, landuse planning is the more urgent mitigation option.
The identification of a final list of actions to be included in the scenario analysis was guided
by concepts and approaches described above: reduce-improve-switch, turnover inertia, and
community energy planning. The stocks-and-flows logic underpinning CityInSight embeds
consideration of inertia in the analysis.

7 Jaccard, M., Failing, L., & Berry, T. (1997). From equipment to infrastructure: community energy management and
greenhouse gas emission reduction. Energy Policy, 25(13), 1065–1074.
8 Fay, M., Hallegatte, S., Vogt-Schilb, A., Rozenberg, J., Narloch, U., & Kerr, T. M. (2015). Decarbonizing development: three
steps to a zero-carbon future. Washington, DC: World Bank Group.
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2.3 THE ACTIONS
In total, 25 actions were modelled and have been grouped into four categories shown in Table
2: buildings, energy system, transportation and industry. Of these actions, number 25 - run
of river hydro, and 23 - autonomous vehicles, were not included in the integrated low carbon
scenario.
Table 2. FINAL LIST OF ACTIONS.
Action
BUILDINGS
Future buildings
1

Incrementally increase the number of new net zero energy homes to 100% by 2030.

2

Incrementally increase the number of non-residential buildings which achieve
Passive House levels of performance to 100% by 2030.
Existing buildings

3

Retrofit 98% of pre-1980 dwellings by 2050, with retrofits achieving thermal and
electrical savings of 50%.

4

Retrofit 98% of dwellings built between 1980-2017 by 2050, with retrofits achieving
average thermal and electrical savings of 50%.

5

Retrofit 98% of pre-2017 ICI buildings by 2050, with retrofits achieving average
thermal and electrical savings of 50%.

6

Every building will be recommissioned on a ten-year cycle, achieving energy
savings of 15% on pre-2017 building stock.
ENERGY SYSTEM

7

Air source heat pumps are added to 50% of residential buildings and 30% of
commercial buildings by 2050. Ground source heat pumps are added to 20% of
residential and 40% of commercial buildings by 2050.

8

Solar PV systems are installed on 80% of all buildings by 2050. These PV systems
provide on average 30% of consumption for building electrical load for less than
5 storeys and 10% for multi-unit buildings greater than 5 storeys and commercial
buildings.

9

Heat pumps for hot water installations are scaled up to 80% of residential buildings
by 2050, and 50% of commercial buildings by 2050.
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Action
10

20 MW of commercial scale ground mounted solar PV is installed per year between
2018 and 2050.

11

A 16 MW seasonal storage district energy system is installed in the downtown area.

12

67 MW of energy storage is installed by 2050 to reduce the curtailment of the
ground-mounted PV.

13

50 MW of wind energy is installed by 2050 outside of city limits.

14

Local production is maximised, and additional renewable natural gas is imported
to displace natural gas consumption in buildings.

25

100 kW of run of river hydro electricity generation is added.
TRANSPORTATION

15

Transit is introduced in areas with high density and insufficient transit.

16

The transit fleet is fully electrified by 2050.

17

Number of walking trips less than 1km will be 50% by 2050 and number of cycling
trips between 1 and 5 km will be 50% by 2050

18

The percentage of trips that are rideshare is doubled by 2050.

19

A car-free downtown is created by 2040.

20

The municipal fleet is electrified by 2050.

21

100% of new passenger vehicles are electric by 2030.

22

95% commercial vehicles are electric by in 2030.

23

100% of new vehicles are autonomous by 2035.9
INDUSTRY

24

The efficiency of industrial motor systems is increased by 50% by 2050.

9 Autonomous vehicles were evaluated as an action but were not included in the final integrated scenario because the
approach that was modelled deploys a shared fleet. The shared fleet results in fewer vehicles purchased, which has a
distortionary impact on the capital costs of the low carbon scenario.
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3. ASSUMPTIONS
DEVELOPMENT
3.1 ASSUMPTIONS PROCESS
Assumptions were developed for each action based on grey and academic literature, historical
practice in the City of Guelph, and experience evaluating low carbon pathways in other cities.
These assumptions were reviewed with City staff for input, and additional information from City
staff and/or consulting reports was reviewed and included where applicable.

3.2 FUTURE BUILDINGS
Action

Parameters

1

New residential building code Incrementally increase the number of new net zero
improvements
energy homes to 100% by 2030.

2

New commercial,
institutional and industrial
building code improvements

Incrementally increase the number of nonresidential buildings which achieve Passive House
levels of performance to 100% by 2030.

NET ZERO STANDARDS
In terms of energy performance, net zero energy building standards were applied to buildings
constructed after 2020, scaling up to 100% of new buildings by 2030. By decreasing the thermal
and electrical demands of the building stock, less overall energy is required within the city’s
boundaries.
Passive House levels of performance require maximum space heat demand of 15 kWh/m2 and
total primary energy demand of 120 kWh/m2. This level of performance aligns with the City of
Toronto’s Green Standard.10

10 Integral Group, Morrison Hershfield, & Provident. (2017). City of Toronto Zero Emissions Buildings Framework (p. 118).
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3.3 EXISTING BUILDINGS
Action

Parameters

3

Retrofit homes built prior
to 1980

Retrofit 98% of pre-1980 dwellings by 2050, with
retrofits achieving thermal and electrical savings of
50%.

4

Retrofit homes built after
1980 but before 2017

Retrofit 98% of dwellings built between 1980-2017 by
2050, with retrofits achieving average thermal and
electrical savings of 50%.

5

Retrofits of commercial
and industrial

Retrofit 98% of pre-2017 ICI buildings by 2050, with
retrofits achieving average thermal and electrical
savings of 50%.

6

Recommissioning
of commercial and
institutional buildings

Every building will be recommissioned on a ten-year
cycle, achieving energy savings of 15% on pre-2017
building stock.

The primary focus for the existing building stock is to upgrade the energy efficiency of the
buildings through retrofit programs and renovations. All buildings constructed prior to 1980
are retrofitted. The retrofit assumptions, which target savings of 50% for thermal energy and
50% for electricity, are aligned with the threshold that the US National Renewable Energy
Laboratory 11 describes as a deep energy retrofit, which results in energy savings of greater than
50%.
In addition to retrofits, commercial buildings are regularly recommissioned, once every ten
years.

11 NREL. (2013). Deep Retrofits. Retrieved from https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/05/f15/deepenergyretrofitsandstateapplications.pdf
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3.4 ENERGY SYSTEMS
Actions

Parameters

7 Installation of heat
pumps

Air source heat pumps are added to 50% of residential
buildings and 30% of commercial buildings by 2050.
Ground source heat pumps are added to 20% of
residential and 40% of commercial buildings by 2050.

8 Solar PV- net metering

Solar PV systems are installed on 80% of all buildings
by 2050. These PV systems provide on average 30% of
consumption for building electrical load for less than 5
storeys and 10% for multi-unit buildings greater than 5
storeys and commercial buildings.

9 Hot water heat pumps

Hot water heat pump installations are scaled up
to 80% of residential buildings by 2050, and 50% of
commercial buildings by 2050.

10 Solar PV - ground mount
commercial scale

20MW of commercial scale ground mounted solar PV
is installed per year between 2018 and 2050.

11 District energy

A 16 MW seasonal storage district energy system is
added in the downtown area.

12 Energy storage

67 MW of energy storage is installed by 2050.

13 Wind

50 MW of wind energy is installed by 2050 outside city
limits.

14 Renewable natural gas

Local production is maximized, and additional
renewable natural gas is imported to displace natural
gas consumption in buildings.

2512 Run of river hydro

100 kw of run of river electricity generating capacity
was added to an existing dam.

12 Run of river hydro was analysed as an individual action but was not included in the integrated scenario., because
it was added following the completion of the integrated scenario. The impact of this action is small and would not
meaningfully change the integrated scenario.
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HEAT PUMPS
Fuel switching from natural gas to electricity relies on the introduction of cleaner fuel sources
for space heating and water heating. Heat pumps are used to efficiently harvest heat and are
a primary option. This action assumes 50% of the residential stock and 30% of the commercial
stock have air source heat pumps by 2050, and 20% of the residential stock and 40% of the
commercial stock have ground source heat pumps by 2050.

PHOTOVOLTAICS
The approach to photovoltaics (PV) relies on net metering. For new construction, the
installation scales up so that by 2050, every new building incorporates a PV system that
provides, on average, 30% of the building’s electrical load for residential buildings less than 5
storeys, and 10% of the building’s electrical load for multi-unit buildings greater than 5 storeys
and for commercial buildings.
Total potential rooftop area available for PV installation was estimated from total building
counts and their footprint areas for all residential and non-residential buildings. While some
roofs, particularly pitched roofs, are larger than their footprint areas, a 1:1 ratio between footprint
and roof area was assumed, since overhangs are often not used as they are less structurally
stable to access for installation and maintenance.
For solar PV on facades, a solar wall system is used, consisting of a combined solar electric and
solar heat facade system. Heat energy captured from the PV modules is captured and used for
building heating.

WIND ENERGY
There is the potential for wind generation at the landfill site located outside of Guelph. Fifty
MW of wind capacity is assumed to be installed by 2050.

RUN OF RIVER HYDRO
Action 25 was added following the first round of analysis of the low carbon scenario. This
action assumed the addition of a 100 kW generator to an existing dam; there is likely greater
opportunity for run of river projects within or near the boundaries of the City.

EXPAND ZERO CARBON DISTRICT ENERGY SYSTEMS
District energy (DE) is a powerful intervention that can capture sources of zero-carbon energy,
and efficiently distribute that energy amongst multiple buildings. In this action, zero-carbon
district energy systems are deployed incrementally over time to the downtown core. A major
study in the EU indicates that between 100 and 300 MJ/m2 is currently feasible for district
heating and that 30-100 MJ/m2 has potential for fourth generation district heating; a threshold
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of 140 MJ/m2 was used for the district energy scan of Guelph.13
The retrofits and renovations actions were applied before the 140 MJ/m2 threshold was applied
in the evaluation of district energy feasibility discussed above. Table 3 describes the number of
buildings that are connected to the district energy system in this action and the coverage area
is indicated in Figure 6.
Table 3. BUILDINGS CONNECTED TO DISTRICT ENERGY.
Floorspace Served (sqm)
Non_
Residential
Residential
Space & water
heating

32,419

Dwelling units

Buildings

Residential

Non_Residential

250,505

84

199

LEGEND
Total Heat Demand - MWh

1,000 - 5,000
5,000 - 10,000
10,000 - 15,000
15,000 - 20,000
20,000 +

Figure 6. Guelph downtown district energy zones.

13 Moller, B., & Werner, S. (2016). Quantifying the potential for district heating and cooling in EU member states. Retrieved from http://www.heatroadmap.eu/resources/STRATEGO%20WP2%20-%20Background%20Report%206%20-%20
Mapping%20Potential%20for%20DHC.pdf
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Generation for district energy was focused on meeting DE capacity with zero-carbon
renewable sources. To achieve this goal, 10.6 MW of capacity of ground-source heat pumps
were installed in 2021 and solar PV was installed in 2031 to provide the power for the heat
pumps.

ENERGY STORAGE
Energy storage enables time shifting between renewable energy generation and demand
for power, increasing the percentage of power that is generated by renewables that can be
used, and decreasing the reliance on fossil fuel-based peaking plants.14 For this reason, in the
modelling, energy storage is assumed to increase the capacity factor for renewable energy.
Sufficient storage to reduce curtailment of ground mount solar from 15% to 10% was installed,
totaling 67 MW of capacity by 2050. This storage is assumed to be decentralised storage similar
to the Tesla Powerwall.

RENEWABLE NATURAL GAS
As natural gas makes up a large share of fuel use in Guelph, removing all natural gas from
the system is not feasible. The action also assumed that additional biogas can be purchased,
peaking with an annual purchase of 74,465,514 m3 by 2050. For modeling purposes, we have
represented an increase in the supply of biogas by assuming the equivalent of landfill gas
recovery rates of 95%, while recognizing it is unlikely that organic wastes will be landfilled
in the future, thus leading to a long term decline in the production of landfill methane. It is
anticipated that in the future, the landfilling of organic waste will be replaced with processing
in engineered anaerobic digesters or other gasification technologies designed to maximize
methane generation and recovery, and that this production will be equivalent to higher landfill
gas recovery rate. The analysis of this action should be revisited as the preferred organic waste
management pathway becomes clearer.

14 New York Battery and Energy Storage Technology Consortium. (2016). Energy storage roadmap for New York’s electric grid. Retrieved from https://www.ny-best.org/sites/default/files/type-page/39090/attachments/NY-BEST%20Roadmap_2016_Appendices_finalpages.pdf
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3.5 TRANSPORTATION
Actions

Assumptions

15

Expand transit

Introduce transit in areas with high density and
insufficient transit.

16

Electrify transit

Electrify transit fleet, 100% by 2050.

17

Increase/improve cycling &
walking infrastructure

Number of walking trips less than 1km will be 50%
by 2050 and number of cycling trips between 1 and
5 km will be 50% by 2050.

18

Increased rideshare

Double the percentage of trips that are rideshare by
2050.

19

Car free zones

Car free downtown is created by 2040.

20

Electrify municipal fleets

Electrify municipal fleets, 100% by 2050.

21

Electrify personal vehicles

100% of new passenger vehicles are electric by in
2030.

22

Electrify commercial
vehicles

95% of new commercial vehicles are electric by
2030.

23

Autonomous vehicles

Introduction of autonomous vehicles/car sharing,
100% by 2035.

The general approach to transportation was based on the A-S-I approach, prioritizing efforts to
avoid the need to travel, followed by efforts to shift to more efficient modes of travel, followed
by efforts to improve the efficiency of transport.
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Figure 7. Avoid-shift-improve framework.15

15 GIZ. (2011). Sustainable urban transport: Avoid-shift-improve. Retrieved from http://www.sutp.org/files/contents/documents/resources/E_Fact-Sheets-and-Policy-Briefs/SUTP_GIZ_FS_Avoid-Shift-Improve_EN.pdf
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EXPAND TRANSIT
A comprehensive transit action was developed in consultation with City of Guelph and based
on the City’s Transit Growth Strategy.

LEGEND
Bus Rapid Transit
Guelph Junction Railway Corridor
Stone Road Corridor
Expanded Coverage

Figure 8. Enhanced transit target zones.
Transit was enhanced in several zones across the City, using assumptions developed from the
Transit Growth Strategy. Bus rapid transit (BRT) was added in the purple zones, along Gordon/
Norfolk/Woolwich, beginning in 2021. Bus service was added in the light blue zones, the Guelph
Junction Railway Corridor between the Guelph Innovation District and downtown, and in the
brown zones, from Hanlon to the Innovation district. Additional bus stops were added in the
green zones to ensure that 90% of 2031 population of Guelph lives within 400m of a bus stop.

CAR-FREE AREAS
Car-free areas result in the vehicular mode share declining to zero to and from those zones. The
downtown core was identified as a potential area for car-free zones and the car-free zones were
incrementally implemented. The introduction of the car-free zones results in the auto mode
share declining linearly between 2021 to 2050.
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Figure 9. Car free zones.

INCREASED CYCLING AND WALKING MODE SHARE
This action assumes that 50% of the potentially cyclable trips shift to cycling by 2050. A trip that
is defined as cyclable if that trip is not currently taken on foot or using a bicycle, is between 1
and 5 km, and does not facilitate other passengers to travel.
A similar approach to the cycling analysis was applied to walking trips. In this case, 50% of the
potential walking trips or trips that are not already walking, are less than 1 km, and are not
about supporting the travel of another passenger, were moved to walking by 2050.
Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the total person-kilometres associated with each mode, according
to the colour of shading for mode, and by trip length, for the BAU and low carbon scenarios
respectively. The x-axis illustrates how distance travelled is distributed by trip length.
In the low carbon scenario (Figure 11), there is a sharp increase in trips of less than 5 km that
are travelled by bicycle, as highlighted by the green bars, and a corresponding decrease in
kilometres travelled by vehicle for the same trip length categories as represented by the pink
bars.
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The pink bars (person distance in auto mode) are only partially reduced by switching the short
trips to active modes. The longer trips (> 5 km) are harder to shift to active modes.
20,000
Person km per year, millions

18,000
16,000
14,000
12,000
Bike

10,000

Walk

8,000

Transit

6,000

Personal Vehicle

4,000
2,000
0
1

6

11

16

21

Trip Distance (km)

Figure 10. Distance travelled by mode and trip distance, BAU 2050.

20,000

Person km per year, millions

18,000
16,000
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12,000
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10,000

Walk

8,000

Transit

6,000

Personal Use Vehicle

4,000
2,000
0
1

6

11

16

21

Trip distance (km)

Figure 11. Distance travelled by mode and trip distance, Low Carbon 2050.
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INCREASED RIDESHARE
This action focused on personal travel planning, particularly rideshare programs. The goal of
the action is to double the percentage of trips that are rideshare by 2050.

VEHICLE TECHNOLOGIES
In terms of the “improve” aspect of the A-S-I approach, the primary intervention is to electrify
the vehicle fleet. The action for the transit fleet includes 100% electrification of buses by 2050.
For private vehicles, the action assumes all new vehicles in Ontario after 2030 will be electric; an
action which is consistent with commitments announced by Germany 16 and Norway.17
An action was developed to explore the impact of autonomous vehicle technologies. Based
on a scenario developed by the Rocky Mountain Institute,18 the action assumes that personal
vehicle ownership declines by 50% by 2050 but personal vehicle-kilometers traveled (VKT)
increases by 20%.19 The increase in VKT results as new cohorts of the population (young and
elderly, for example) have access to vehicles, and the convenience of private vehicles increases,
with the cost of travel decreasing.20 This action was not included in the low carbon integrated
scenario, but rather was evaluated as a stand-alone action due to the extent of the disruption
that it applies to the transportation system.

16 Schmitt, B. (2016). Germany’s Bundesrat resolves end of internal combustion engine. Retrieved January 3, 2017, from
http://www.forbes.com/sites/bertelschmitt/2016/10/08/germanys-bundesrat-resolves-end-of-internal-combustion-engine/#b1c666a31d95
17 Staufenberg, J. (2016). Norway to “completely ban petrol powered cars by 2025.” Retrieved January 3, 2017, from
http://www.independent.co.uk/environment/climate-change/norway-to-ban-the-sale-of-all-fossil-fuel-based-cars-by2025-and-replace-with-electric-vehicles-a7065616.html
18 Johnson, C., & Walker, J. (2016). Peak car ownership: The market opportunity of electricity automated mobility services. Rocky Mountain Institute. Retrieved from https://rmi.org/Content/Files/CWRRMI_POVdefection_FullReport_L12.
pdf
19 Horl, S, Ciari, F., & Axhausen, K. (2016). Recent perspectives on the impact of autonomous vehicles. Retrieved from
https://www.ethz.ch/content/dam/ethz/special-interest/baug/ivt/ivt-dam/vpl/reports/2016/ab1216.pdf
20 Ticoll, D. (2015). Driving changes: Automated vehicles in Toronto. Retrieved from https://www1.toronto.ca/City%20
Of%20Toronto/Transportation%20Services/TS%20Publications/Reports/Driving%20Changes%20(Ticoll%202015).pdf
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3.6 INDUSTRY
24

Actions

Parameters

Industrial process efficiency
improvements.

Increase efficiency of industrial motive drive by
50% by 2050.

This action increases the efficiency of industrial motive drive processes by 50% by 2050. In
addition to improvements in the efficiency of the motors, this measure includes a range
of measures for improving the overall efficiency of the motive drive system, including for
example more energy efficient piping and pump configurations, use of variable speed drives,
better matching of motor size to end uses, the application of advanced controls to optimize
system performance, and other design and operating practices that reduce motive power
requirements.
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4. MODELLING
4.1 MODELLING PROCESS
The preliminary assumptions for each action were input to CityInSight and modelled to
quantify the emissions reduction impact of each action as evaluated against the BAU scenario.

4.2 DEPENDENCIES
An integrated scenario was then developed, whereby all the actions are modelled together,
capturing feedbacks among the actions. CityInSight captures the systems effects of the various
actions. For example, when modelled against the BAU scenario, an increase in the walking
mode share represents reduced gasoline if a vehicle trip is avoided. However, in the integrated
scenario, because of the introduction of electric vehicles, the elimination of a vehicle trip
results in reduced electricity consumption, which represents significantly less GHG emissions
reductions. In 2050, the sum of the actions modelled individually totals a reduction of 1,120 kt
CO2e, but when they are modelled in an integrated scenario, the total reduction declines to 940
kt CO2e.
As a result of the systems effects, the order in which the actions are modelled influences the
outcomes and requires careful consideration. The approach used in this case builds upon
the concept of reduce-improve-shift discussed in 3.3, whereby model actions that reduce
consumption and maximise efficiency are prioritized and are deployed in the model first,
before other fuel switching actions; for example, prioritising mode share shifts to walking and
cycling prior to electrification of the vehicle fleet.
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5. RESULTS
5.1 PATHWAYS
Once the results of the integrated scenario were calculated, the proportionate reductions from
each action were distributed on a year-over-year basis to generate a wedge diagram, shown in
Figure 12. The wedge diagram shows the contribution of each action to the overall emissions
reduction trajectory. As there are dependencies and feedback cycles between the actions,
which are captured by the model, the wedge diagram represents a simplified representation of
the results.
The pathway descends from 1,104 kt CO2e in 2016 to 93 ktCO2e by 2050. This result represents a
92% reduction over 2016. The reduction “wedges” for the actions are illustrated in Figure 12.
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1,200.0

Action 25 - Run of the river hydro
Action 20 - Electrify municipal fleets
Action 12 - Energy storage
Action 18 - Increased rideshare

1,000.0

Action 15 - Increased transit
Action 8 - Solar PV systems
Action 3 - Retrofit of pre-1980 dwellings by 2050
Action 13 - Wind energy
Action 19 - Car free downtown

800.0

Action 16 - Electrify transit fleet
Action 17 - Increased cycling and walking mode
share

ktCO2e

Action 11 - District energy
Action 24 - Increase industrial efficiency

600.0

Action 4 - Retrofit dwellings built between 19802017 by 2050
Action 9 - Solar hot water
Action 10 - Commercial scale ground mounted
solar PV
Action 1 - 100% net zero new homes by 2030

400.0

Action 6 - Ten year building recommissioning
cycle
Action 2 - 100% net zero ICI buildings by 2030
Action 5 - Retrofit pre-2017 ICI by 2050
Action 22 - Electrify commercial use vehicles
200.0
Action 14 - Renewable natural gas
Action 21 - Electrify personal use vehicles
Action 7 - Air and ground source heat pumps
GHG emissions from the low carbon scenario
2016 2018 2020 2022 2024 2026 2028 2030 2032 2034 2036 2038 2040 2042 2044 2046 2048 2050

Figure 12. Wedges diagram for the low carbon scenario.
The annual emission reductions for each action in 2050 are shown in Table 4. On a cumulative
basis, the total emission reduction achieved in the low carbon pathway from 2019 to 2050 is
nearly 20 million tonnes CO2e.
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Table 4. GHG EMISSIONS REDUCTION RESULTS OF ACTIONS, KT CO2E, 2050.
Action

kt CO2e (2050)

BUILDINGS
Future buildings
1

New residential building code improvements

36

2

New commercial, institutional and industrial building code improvements

41

Existing buildings
3

Retrofit homes built prior to 1980

4

4

Retrofit homes built after 1980 but before 2017

30

5

Retrofits of commercial and industrial

41

6

Recommissioning of commercial and institutional buildings

36

ENERGY SYSTEM
7

Installation of heat pumps

274

8

Solar PV- net metering

9

Solar hot water

34

10

Solar PV - ground mount commercial scale

36

11

District energy

11

12

Energy storage

2

13

Wind

4

14

Renewable natural gas

78

3

TRANSPORTATION
15

Expand transit

3

16

Electrify transit

5

17

Increase/improve cycling & walking infrastructure

6

18

Increased rideshare

3

19

Car free zones

5

20

Electrify municipal fleets

0

21

Electrify personal vehicles

190

22

Electrify commercial vehicles

66
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INDUSTRY
24

Industrial process efficiency improvements.

29

255

Run of river hydro

0.1
TOTAL

940 kt CO2e

Sankey diagrams provide a comprehensive snapshot of energy use in the city for one year,
tracing energy from its fuel source to the sector in which it is used and finally indicating if it
is transformed into useful energy or conversion losses. The widths of the bands are scaled to
represent the amount of energy consumed in a sector. By comparing bands between different
scenarios, one can see how the mix of fuels is being transformed or the extent of the efficiency
gains being realised. The ratio between useful energy and conversion losses is an indicator of
how much energy is “wasted”; a high ratio of conversion losses is an indicator that much of the
energy being processed is being lost, which increases the cost and environmental impact of
providing the relevant energy service.
In 2016, conversion losses were 39% of the total energy consumed; in the BAU in 2050, this
declines to 35% and in the low carbon scenario the conversion losses are 24% of total energy.
In the low carbon scenario as shown in Figure 15, natural gas consumption decreases by 93%.
Local electricity generation grows from 0.12 PJ to 7.13 PJ, a sixty-fold increase. Thermal networks
(district energy) double in the low carbon scenario as compared to BAU, from 0.56 PJ to 1 PJ in
2050. In the transportation sector, gasoline and diesel consumption drop to zero as a result of
electrification. Overall the energy system becomes more distributed and less reliant on natural
gas and imported electricity, with the addition of increased local renewable generation and
renewable natural gas.

Figure 13. Energy flow Sankey diagram, 2016.
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Figure 14. Energy flow Sankey diagram, BAU 2050.

Figure 15. Energy flow Sankey diagram, Low Carbon 2050.
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5.2 MODELLING RESULTS
5.2.1 ENERGY
The low carbon scenario includes a gradual decrease in overall energy consumption to 2050,
with significant decreases in space heating and the transportation sector (Figure 16) as gasoline
and diesel consumption declines significantly to 2050 (Figure 17). In terms of energy sources,
the low carbon scenario is driven by electrification, with the virtual elimination of natural gas as
an energy source. Biogas is an important new energy source, and to a lesser degree solar.
30
Transportation
25

Industrial
Manufacturing
Plug Load

20

PJ

Major Appliances
15

Lighting
Water Heating

10

Space Cooling
Space Heating

5

BAU
0
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2021

2026

2031

2036

2041

Figure 16. Energy by end-use, Low Carbon 2017-2050.
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Figure 17. Energy by fuel, Low Carbon 2017-2050.
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5.2.2 EMISSIONS
Emissions decline precipitously between 2026 to around 2036, and thereafter the reductions
taper off more gradually to 2050, with the buildings sectors (residential and commercial)
experiencing the most significant declines overall (Figure 18). The decrease in gasoline and
diesel use also contributes to the GHG emissions reductions (Figure 19). Electricity is the
primary source of GHG emissions by 2050, with smaller amounts from natural gas and solid
waste.
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Transportation
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Figure 18. Emissions by sector, Low Carbon 2017-2050.
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Figure 19. Emissions by fuel, Low Carbon 2017-2050.
A comparison of Figures 20 and 21 illustrate the dramatic transition in the energy system.
GHG emissions fall considerably across the board, even from electricity despite fuel switching
in buildings and the electrification of transportation. This result is dependent upon the
assumption that the electricity grid continues to green as renewable capacity is added.
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Figure 20. Emissions by sector and fuel, BAU 2050.
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Figure 21. Emissions by sector and fuel, Low Carbon 2050.
The same electricity emission factors for the electricity grid are used in the BAU scenario and
the low carbon scenario, illustrated in Figure 22. In 2050, the fuel share for the grid in this low
carbon scenario is expected to be 11% natural gas, 46.5% nuclear, 25.5% hydro, 11% wind, 4% solar,
and 2% biomass.
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Figure 22. Projected emissions factor for electricity grid, Ontario (2011-2050).

5.2.3 BUILDINGS
The reduction in GHG emissions between 2016 and 2050 in both residential and commercial
buildings is substantial, resulting from both decreases in consumption, and a shift to electricity
away from natural gas.
Energy consumption in commercial and residential buildings declines to 10.3 million GJ in 2050
in the low carbon scenario from 18.6 million GJ in 2016, with residential buildings consuming
approximately 56% less, and commercial buildings 55% less than 2016 levels.
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Figure 23. GHG emissions from residential buildings by fuel.
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Figure 24. Energy consumption in residential buildings by fuel.
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Figure 25. GHG emissions from commercial buildings by fuel.
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Figure 26. Energy consumption in commercial buildings by fuel.

5.2.3 TRANSPORT
TRIPS
Most trips within the City of Guelph are less than 10 km in length, creating a significant
opportunity for mode shifting to walking and cycling.
Figures 27 and 28 illustrate the number of trips in the City by mode and by trip length. Each
coloured bar represents the number of trips. The low carbon scenario (Figure 28) shows an
increase in both active trips and transit use. Short trips by bicycle show the biggest increase
over distances less than 5km compared with the BAU (Figure 27). An overall increase in transit
trips is also evident as people gain greater accessibility to transit routes.
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Figure 27. Person trips by mode and distance, BAU 2050.
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Figure 28. Person trips by mode and distance, Low Carbon 2050.

TRANSIT
The results of the integrated transit improvements action show relatively small emissions
reductions. An assessment of this result indicates that many of the transit improvements
occur in areas with relatively low density, which limits their effectiveness; additionally, vehicular
trips increasingly occur in electric vehicles, which have fewer associated GHG emissions than
gasoline or diesel vehicles.
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VK T
In the low carbon scenario, there is an increase in the walking and cycling mode shares of
short trips (< 5km) and by 2050 there is also a doubling of the percentage of trips that are
ride-shared. While these actions do not have much effect on vehicle use for external trips, they
have a marked effect on vehicle use for trips made within Guelph. As shown in Figure 29, these
actions, and especially the increase in ride sharing, have the effect of lowering personal use
VKT for internal trips in the LC scenario relative to BAU.
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Figure 29. Personal use VKT.
The spatial analysis of per capita VKT illustrates an expansion of a low rate of VKT in the
downtown area and periphery of the downtown area; this is as a result of shifts to active modes
and enhanced transit (Figure 30 and 31). The impact of transit corridors on decreased per capita
VKT is also evident.
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Figure 30. Home-based VKT per capita, BAU 2050.

Figure 31. Home-based VKT per capita, Low Carbon 2050.
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AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES AND ELECTRIC VEHICLES
The introduction of AVs is projected to result in an increase in GHG emissions. AVs increase
the accessibility of vehicles to populations which can’t currently drive, such as children and
elderly. These additional trips combined with low per kilometre costs lead to increased
vehicle kilometres travelled and related electricity consumption. Since electricity still has
some associated emissions in 2050, GHG emissions increase. It is also possible that increased
operational efficiencies, such as integration with traffic signals and other and sensors, may
result in increased efficiencies which could offset some or all of this increase. A further benefit
is that land area which is currently allocated for vehicle infrastructure such as parking and
driveways could be repurposed for other uses in an AV scenario.

MODE SHARE
Walking and cycling modes experience significant gains in the low carbon scenario over
the BAU scenario, together representing 24% of the mode share for internal trips (Figure 32).
Vehicular mode share falls to 51%, however it is persistently high for external trips, at 98% for
both outbound and inbound (Figure 33 and Figure 34) respectively. No major shifts for external
inbound or outbound trips are achieved.
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Figure 32. Mode share, internal trips.
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Figure 33. Mode share, external outbound trips.
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Figure 34. Mode share, external inbound trips.
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The impact of the actions in the low carbon scenario is evident in Figures 35 and 36, which
illustrate mode share by trip length as a percentage of the total. In the BAU, active trips decline
to almost 0% when the trip length reaches 15 km. In the low carbon scenario, the share of
walking and cycling trips for short trips increases significantly, while the share of vehicle trips
declines for shorter trips. Longer trips are dominated by vehicles and transit, with the transit
share increasing in the low carbon scenario.
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Figure 35. Mode share by distance, BAU 2050.
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Figure 36. Mode share by distance, Low Carbon 2050.
Average vehicle trip length increases for all trip types (Figure 37), even though overall VKT
decreases for internal trips. In other words, trips are longer, but in the low carbon scenario, they
are more likely to occur via walking, cycling or transit.
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Figure 37. Average vehicle trip length.
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6. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Detailed financial analysis was undertaken for each of the actions in the low carbon scenario
to identify the investment required, the net present value, the return on investment, marginal
abatement costs, and employment impacts.
The actions in the low carbon pathway require investments now that result in savings and, in
the case of local electricity generation, revenues. Incremental expenditures (as compared with
the BAU) in buildings, vehicles and other energy-related equipment and infrastructure increase
costs in the short term but result in long-term savings. As described below, incremental
investments in the low carbon pathway, as compared to the BAU, hover around $200 million
per year for much of the program. In the last few years of the period analyzed, investment
in the low carbon pathway falls below the BAU primarily because of the decreased costs of
electric vehicles relative to the internal combustion engine. Also, operation and maintenance
are lower for electric vehicles (and other electric technologies), and these savings are
incorporated in the total net investment costs shown here.

0.5
2.0
1.0
-

(1.0)
(2.0)

(0.5)

Billions of 2016$

LCP Expenditures, over BAU, Billions of 2016$

Note the spike of investments in 2021 is due to district energy capacity coming online.

(3.0)
(4.0)
Year

(1.0)
2018

2023

2028

Energy savings
Revenue from local generation
Net cost/savings of program

2033

2038

(5.0)
2043

2048

Carbon price credit
Investment
Cumulative net cost of program

Figure 38. Expenditures, savings and revenues from the Low Carbon scenario relative to BAU.
(Values are presented as costs in this figure, so expenditures are above the line and savings
and revenue are below the line.)
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Table 5 illustrates the undiscounted and present value of the investments associated with the
low carbon pathway.
Table 5. SUMMARY FINANCIAL METRICS RESULTING FROM THE LOW CARBON PATHWAY
(2016$)

Undiscounted

NPV at SDR of 3%:

$4,762,386,895

$3,255,439,632

Energy savings

($4,282,094,041)

($2,249,606,474)

Carbon price credit

($1,345,905,076)

($699,913,389)

($3,988,096,770)

($2,157,683,073)

($4,853,708,991)

($1,851,763,303)

Investment

Revenue from local generation
Cumulative net cost of program
"IRR" of whole program

8.98%

Note: In the convention used here, investments
are shown as positive and savings and
revenues as negative.

By 2050, cumulative investment in the low carbon pathway totals $4.8 billion with a present
value of $3.3 billion, using a discount rate of 3%.
On the other side of the ledger are the fuel and electricity cost savings, the monetary value of
the carbon reductions resulting from carbon pricing, and the revenues from locally-generated
energy. The largest contribution to the value of the low carbon scenarios comes from lower
energy bills; by 2050, fuel and electricity expenditures in Guelph are $270 million per year lower
than in the business-as-usual scenario. Cumulative savings reach $4.3 billion, with a present
value in 2018 of $2.2 billion.
Carbon pricing effectively increases the value of fuel and electricity savings, and especially fuel
savings, modestly in the first half of the program but more significantly in the later years as the
effective carbon price increases. In 2050, the carbon “premium” from the low carbon scenario
reaches $91 million and the cumulative premium over the 2018–2050 period totals $1.3 billion,
with a present value of $700 million.
Finally, the low carbon pathway includes investments in local energy generation facilities in
Guelph that generate a steadily growing stream of revenue that reaches $244 million per year
by 2050 and a cumulative total of $4 billion with a present value of $2.2 billion.
The above categories of investments, energy savings, carbon credits, and energy generation
revenue are summarized in Figure 39 below. On an annual basis, the investments exceed the
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savings and revenues until the break-even point in the early 2030s and then the net benefits
begin to exceed the annual costs by an ever-widening margin. By 2050, the net payback from
the plan reaches $4.85 billion.

Billions (2016$, discounted at 3%)

3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
-1.0
-2.0
-3.0
Investment

Energy savings

Carbon price credit

Revenue from local generation

Figure 39. Present value of investments and savings resulting from the low carbon pathway.
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6.1 INVESTMENTS AND EXPENDITURES
Total expenditures were evaluated in the low carbon scenario, including capital investments,
operating costs (including for fuel and electricity), carbon credits and revenues from
investments in local generation. Table 6 summarizes the categories of expenditures evaluated.
Table 6. CATEGORIES OF EXPENDITURES EVALUATED.
Category

Description

Residential buildings

Cost of dwelling construction; operating and maintenance
costs (non-fuel)

Residential equipment

Cost of appliances and lighting, heating and cooling
equipment

Personal use vehicles

Cost of vehicle purchase; operating and maintenance costs
(non-fuel)

Residential fuel

Energy costs for dwellings and residential transportation

Residential emissions

Costs resulting from a carbon price on GHG emissions from
dwellings and transportation

Commercial buildings

Cost of building construction; operating and maintenance
costs (non-fuel)

Commercial equipment

Cost of lighting, heating and cooling equipment

Commercial vehicles

Cost of vehicle purchase; operating and maintenance costs
(non-fuel)

Non-residential fuel

Energy costs for commercial buildings, industry and
transport.

Non-residential emissions

Costs resulting from a carbon price on GHG emissions from
commercial buildings, production and transportation

Energy production
emissions

Costs resulting from a carbon price on GHG emissions for fuel
used in the generation of electricity and heating

Energy production fuel

Cost of purchasing fuel for generating local electricity,
heating or cooling

Energy production
equipment

Cost of the equipment for generating local electricity, heating
or cooling

Municipal capital

Cost of the transit system additions (no other forms of
municipal capital assessed)
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Category

Description

Municipal fuel

Cost of fuel associated with the transit system

Municipal emissions

Costs resulting from a carbon price on GHG emissions from
the transit system

Energy production revenue

Revenue derived from the sale of locally generated electricity
or heat. This is treated as a negative expenditure in the
analysis.

6.2 CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
The capital costs of the low carbon scenario are shown in Figure 40, represented as the
incremental additional investments required to implement the actions in the plan. Typically,
the incremental investments are positive, but in the case of personal and commercial vehicles
there is an exception that arises. Near the end of the scenario, electric vehicles are projected
to cost less than the combustion engine vehicles they replace, thus generating capital savings
that are shown in Figure 40 as negative incremental capital costs that are growing quickly in
the last few years of the scenario.

Transit infrastructure

0.5

Transit vehicles
Renewable energy

Billions, 2016$

0.4

District energy
0.3

Commercial vehicles
Personal vehicles

0.2

Non residential
equipment
Residential equipment

0.1

Non residential new
construction
Residential new
construction
Non residential retrofits

-

(0.1)
2017

2022

2027

2032

2037

2042

2047

Residential retrofits

Figure 40. Low carbon scenario, annual incremental capital expenditures, LC over BAU
(2019–2050).
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6.3 FUEL AND ELECTRICITY COSTS
Yearly expenditures (million
2016$)

The fuel and electricity costs for the BAU and low carbon scenario are illustrated in Figure 41.
800
700
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400
300
200
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0
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2021

2026

2031
BAU

2036

2041

2046

2051

LC

Figure 41. Total annual energy expenditures, all scenarios.
In 2018, Guelph households, businesses and other organizations paid out $499 million for
fuel and electricity.21 Transportation fuels (gasoline and diesel) account for 38% of this total
and electricity costs comprise 42%. Because natural gas is so much cheaper than gasoline
and electricity, it contributes only 16% to total energy expenditures in the region. In the BAU
scenario, energy prices are projected to increase, but ongoing improvements in the efficiency
of vehicles and buildings offsets some of the increase so that real growth in total energy
spending is about 1% per year, reaching $677 million by 2050.
In the BAU scenario, the share of expenditures on electricity continues to increase towards
2050, whereas natural gas and gasoline increase slightly.

21 Note that this reflects several changes made in the model since the BAU/Baseline report, which originally listed
$482 million.
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Total expenditures (millions 2016$)
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Figure 42. Total annual energy expenditure by fuels, BAU, 2016–2050.
In the low carbon scenarios, nearly 100% of the expenditures are on electricity, with a sliver on
natural gas.
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Figure 43. Total annual energy expenditures by fuel, Low Carbon, 2016–2050.
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Millions of 2016$

Figure 44 illustrates the ratio of expenditures on energy which is locally generated within or
near the City of Guelph versus expenditures on energy that is imported. By 2050, $282 million
of the total of $405 million is expended on locally generated energy, primarily electricity.
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Figure 44. Locally-generated energy expenditures by fuel, Low Carbon, 2016–2050.
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6.4 DETAILS OF INCREMENTAL COSTS AND
SAVING
Figure 45 provides a detailed year-by-year breakdown of the investments, fuel and electricity
savings, carbon premiums and generation revenue in the low carbon pathway. The value of the
cost savings increases dramatically as the time period progresses.

Energy production revenue

Difference in yearly expenditures (2016 $, Billions)

0.6

Municipal emissions
Municipal fuel

0.4

Municipal capital
0.2

Energy production emissons
Energy production fuel

0.0

Energy production equipment
Non residential emissions

-0.2

Non residential fuel
Commercial vehicles

-0.4

Commercial equipment
Commercial buildings

-0.6

Residential emissions
Residential fuel

-0.8

Personal use vehicles
Residential equipment

-1.0
2021

2026

2031

2036

2041

2046

Residential buildings

Figure 45. Annual incremental expenditures, low carbon scenario over BAU, 2016–2050
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6.5 EMPLOYMENT
Capital expenditures result in increased employment. Employment factors for each sector
were used to translate each million dollars of activity into full-time equivalents. The low carbon
scenario is estimated to generate 39,220 person years of employment between 2019 and 2050,
or an average of 1,300 per year compared to the BAU.
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3,500

Renewable energy
District energy
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Residential equipment
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Figure 46. Employment impacts of the LC scenario.
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6.6 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF THE ACTIONS
Of the 25 actions, 22 result in savings in present dollars, discounted at 3%, over the period from
2019 to 2050. Figure 47 illustrates the marginal abatement cost for each of the actions, the cost
or savings per tonne of GHG emission reduced.

Action 17 - Increased cycling and walking mode share

$390

Action 7 - Air and ground source heat pumps

$207

Action 4 - Retrofit dwellings built between 1980-2017

($2)

Action 14 - Renewable natural gas

($21)

Action 9 - Solar hot water

($86)

Action 6 - Ten year building recommissioning cycle

($110)

Action 21 - Electrify personal use vehicles

($127)

Action 11 - District energy

($136)

Action 24 - Increase industrial efficiency

($156)

Action 5 - Retrofit pre-2017 ICI by 2050

($228)

Action 18 - Increased rideshare

($286)

Action 3 - Retrofit of pre-1980 dwellings by 2050

($289)

Action 16 - Electrify transit fleet

($296)

Action 19 - Car free downtown

($307)

Action 22 - Electrify commercial use vehicles

($381)

Action 2 - 100% net zero ICI buildings by 2030

($438)

Action 1 - 100% net zero new homes by 2030

($455)

Action 8 - Solar PV systems

($481)

Action 20 - Electrify municipal fleets

($845)

Action 12 - Energy storage

($1,448)

Action 13 - Wind energy

($1,642)

Action 25- Run of the river hydro
Action 10 - Commercial scale ground mounted solar PV

($1,842)
($2,840)

Figure 47. Marginal abatement costs of the actions.
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The overall finances for each action are summarised in Table 7. Savings include all savings
associated with the action including reduced energy expenditures and operating expenses and
avoided carbon price costs.
Table 7. FINANCIAL SUMMARY OF THE ACTIONS.
Cumulative
Emissions
Reduction

Investment

Savings

(kt CO2eq)

Simple rate
of return

2016-2050
Action 1 - 100% net zero new homes
by 2030

856

$462,504,368

$851,644,425

84%

Action 2 - 100% net zero ICI buildings
by 2030

852

$292,334,311

$665,835,653

128%

Action 3 - Retrofit of pre-1980
dwellings by 2050

142

$60,649,957

$101,648,381

68%

Action 4 - Retrofit dwellings built
between 1980-2017

1,036

$403,117,103

$405,206,282

1%

Action 5 - Retrofit pre-2017 ICI by
2050

1,444

$181,311,845

$510,102,187

181%

780

$76,638,664

$162,273,024

112%

6,677

$1,715,238,295

$334,366,382

-81%

70

$126,122,140

$159,589,082

27%

620

$79,358,832

$271,869,765

243%

675

$63,462,460

$253,148,553

299%

460

$32,346,581

$94,792,021

193%

38

$289,383

$498,351

72%

75

$140,499,956

$263,394,954

87%

1,955

$31,587,044

$72,362,819

129%

80

$154,381,419

$109,124,897

-29%

Action 16 - Electrify transit fleet

133

$39,072,486

$78,532,563

101%

Action 17 - Increased cycling and
walking mode share

129

$87,729,272

$37,594,114

-57%

Action 18 - Increased rideshare

47

$0

$14,433,753

0%

Action 19 - Car free downtown

126

$0

$35,988,370

0%

Action 6 - Ten-year building
recommissioning cycle
Action 7 - Air and ground source heat
pumps
Action 8 - Solar PV systems
Action 9 - Solar hot water
Action 10 - Commercial scale ground
mounted solar PV
Action 11 - District energy
Action 12 - Energy Storage
Action 13 - Wind Energy
Action 14 - Renewable natural gas
Action 15 - Increased Transit
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Cumulative
Emissions

Simple rate

Investment

Savings

2

$631,654

$2,512,886

298%

Action 21 - Electrify personal use
vehicles

3,828

$890,962,093

$1,376,303,759

54%

Action 22 - Electrify commercial
use vehicles

1,097

$40,730,243

$458,833,190

1027%

Action 24 - Increase industrial
efficiency

521

$206,424,213

$287,847,104

39%

Action 25- Run of river hydro

0.26

$231,593

$710,557

207%

Reduction
(kt CO2eq)

of return

2016-2050
Action 20 - Electrify municipal
fleets
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6.7 COLLATERAL BENEFITS OF THE ACTIONS
In many cases, actions that reduce GHG emissions correspond or directly overlap with actions
that create a vibrant community, improve public health outcomes, reduce municipal operating
and capital costs, and support innovation; these are no-regrets policies. 22 Actions that reduce
GHGs are synergistic with a wide range of other public goods, and in fact, these actions can be
justified from the perspective of any of a number of public goods.
Not all co-benefits are equal, and one set of characteristics in considering the co-benefits of
low carbon actions is as follows:23
▶▶ Synergies: Many low carbon actions have multiple socio-economic benefits, including
transit, energy efficiency, and compact urban design.
▶▶ Urgency: Some actions are associated with a higher degree of urgency in order to
avoid loss of inertia, lock-in effects, irreversible outcomes, or deferred, elevated costs.
Examples include road infrastructure decisions, major ecosystems displacement and
urban form. Some low carbon actions require time to realize their effects, making
immediate implementation paramount.
▶▶ Costs: Costs of early action are generally lower than later action; delayed action results
in ongoing investments in infrastructure, activities and utilities that have emissions that
are high relative to the low carbon pathway. Examples include district energy, transit,
and energy efficiency.
▶▶ Longevity: Related to urgency, the longevity of planning and development decisions
locks communities into their effects for decades, if not centuries.
▶▶ Distribution effects: Low carbon actions have different impacts on different subsets of
the population, including income levels, generations (including future generations) and
ethnicities.
One review of more than a dozen studies on GHG mitigation policies found that the co-benefits
of reduced air pollution—a single co-benefit—often equaled or exceeded the benefit of the
GHG reduction itself.24
The transition to a low carbon economy represents a massive economic opportunity. One
analysis pegged the global economic opportunity of investments in low-carbon urban actions

22 Kamal-Chaoui, L., & Robert, A. (2009). Competitive cities and climate change. Retrieved from http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/governance/competitive-cities-and-climate-change_218830433146
23 Adapted from (Fay et al., 2015).
24 OECD. (2000). Ancillary Benefits and Costs of Greenhouse Gas Mitigation. OECD Publishing.
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at $16.6 trillion25 —the financial savings resulting from energy savings and lower cost generation
in transportation, buildings and waste sectors.
Table 8. SUMMARY OF IMPACTS.
1.

Health

Co-benefits/
co-harms

Impact
overview

Land-use

1.1 Air quality

Improvement
in air quality.

Conditional
on design
to reduce
exposure of
pedestrian to
air pollution

1.2 Physical
activity

Increased
active
transportation
mode share.

1.3 Decreasing
noise

Decreased
engine noise.

1.4 Increasing
accessibility

Destinations
are more
accessible.

1.5 Improved
buildings

Building
quality is
improved.

Buildings

Transportation

Energy

Waste

Improved:
reduced
combustion
of gasoline in
vehicles

Improved:
reduced
natural gas
combustion

Improved:
some reduced
emissions
from waste
treatment
processes

Improved: high
increase in
walking and
cycling trips.
Improved:
insulation
in buildings
reduces
exterior noise.
Improved:
dwellings
are located
in closer
proximity to
commercial
destinations.

Improved:
decreased
engine
noise from
combustion
engines.
Improved:
dwellings are
centred around
transit corridors
and hubs.

Improved:
indoor
environments.

Improved:
energy
performance
is enhanced.

25 Gouldson, A. P., Colenbrander, S., Sudmant, A., Godfrey, N., Millward-Hopkins, J., Fang, W., & Zhao, X. (2015). Accelerating low carbon development in the world’s cities. Retrieved from http://eprints.whiterose.ac.uk/90740/
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2. Economic prosperity
Impact
overview

Land-use

Buildings

Transportation

Energy

Waste

Improved:
new jobs will
be created in
retrofits and
as a result of
enhanced
building
design.

Improved:
new jobs will
be created in
manufacturing
EVs and other
high-tech
sectors.

Improved:
new jobs will
be created in
supplying and
installing and
maintaining,
solar PV,
heat pumps,
district
energy.

Improved:
new jobs will
be created in
recycling and
waste diversion.

2.1
Employment

New
employment
opportunities
are created.

2.2 Household
incomes

The impact
on household
incomes is
mixed.

Negative:
increased
intensification
likely increases
housing costs.

Improved:
operations
costs of
buildings
declines.

Improved:
household
energy
costs from
transportation
decline.

Negative:
household
energy costs
increase as a
result of the
introduction
of new
technologies.

2.3 Economic
development

Major new
economic
sectors
emerge.

Improved: new
investment
opportunities in
development.

Improved: new
investment
opportunities
in retrofits.

Improved: new
investment
opportunities in
vehicle fleets.

Improved:
new
investment
opportunities
in renewable
energy
and district
energy.

Improved: new
investment
opportunities
waste diversion.

2.4 Municipal
finances

Municipal
finances
associated
with existing
services are
more stable;
New services
are required.

Improved:
reduced per
dwelling unit
servicing costs.

Unknown:
conditional
on the
policies and
mechanisms
to support
retrofits.

Unknown:
conditional on
the policies and
mechanisms
to support
EVs and mode
shifts.

Improved:
opportunities
to generate
financial
returns from
renewable
energy
generation.

Likely improved:
solid waste
management
costs will
decline, and
revenue will be
generated from
waste.

2.5 Innovation

The low carbon
scenario will
stimulate
innovation.

Improved: new
policy and fiscal
mechanisms
are required
to support
intensification.

Improved:
scaled up
approaches to
renovations,
retrofits and
green building
technology.

Improved:
electric vehicles.

Improved:
mass
deployment
of renewable
energy
systems.

Improved:
waste diversion
strategies.

2.6 Reputation

The reputation
of the City is
enhanced.

Improved: the
emphasis on
intensification
result in
increased
livability.

Improved: high Improved: an
performance
enhanced
buildings are
transit system.
pioneered.

Improved:
renewable
energy
and district
energy
increase
exposure.

Improved: very
little waste goes
to landfill.

2.7 Social
capital

People
interact more
as a result of
mixed-use
development
and increased
walking and
cycling.

Improved:
increased
mixed-use
spaces result in
more mixing of
people.

Improved:
people interact
more when
walking or
cycling.
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3. Social equity
Co-benefits/ coharms

Impact
overview

Land-use

Buildings

Transportation

Energy

3.1 Poverty

Household
energy costs
increase but
the cost of
transportation
decreases.

Negative:
intensification
can increase
the costs of
housing; could
be mitigated
by affordable
housing
policies.

Improved:
social housing
is retrofit:
operating
costs of
housing
decline.

Improved: cost
of moving
around the city
declines due
to enhanced
walking, cycling
and transit,
and overall VKT
declines.

Negative:
opportunities
to participate
in the
renewable
energy
economy may
be limited
for those
in poverty;
district energy
can provide
secure and
cost-effective
heating and
cooling.

3.2
Intergenerational
equity

The burden
on future
generations
is decreased.
Stranded costs
are avoided.

Improved:
damage
from climate
change is
reduced.

Improved:
damage
from climate
change is
reduced.

Improved:
damage from
climate change
is reduced.

Improved:
damage from
climate change
is reduced:
stranded costs
are avoided.

Waste

Improved:
damage
from climate
change is
reduced.

6.7.1 ADVANCING HEALTH
Air pollutants associated with the combustion of fossil fuels include sulphur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides, ground-level ozone, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds
and others. As fossil fuels are phased out, these pollutants will be reduced or eliminated,
thereby reducing premature deaths and hospitalizations. Other health benefits include
decreased mortality from cardiovascular disease, 26 and decreased prevalence of asthma and
allergic diseases.27 In the low carbon scenario, these impacts would be substantially reduced
due the reduction in fossil fuel combustion, particularly from transportation. Air pollution is
a particular concern for children as their immune system and lungs are not fully developed
when exposure begins; children tend to spend more time outside increasing exposure to
pollutants from the combustion of fossil fuels. The reduced air pollution will therefore result in
proportionately higher benefits for children, particularly as related to bronchitis and chronic
cough. 28
Walking and cycling rates increase dramatically in the low carbon scenario over the BAU,

26 Chen, H., Goldberg, M. S., Burnett, R. T., Jerrett, M., Wheeler, A. J., & Villeneuve, P. J. (2013). Long-term exposure to
traffic-related air pollution and cardiovascular mortality. Epidemiology, 24(1), 35–43.
27 Bowatte, G., Lodge, C., Lowe, A., Erbas, B., Perret, J., Abramson, M., Dharmage, S. (2015). The influence of childhood
traffic‐related air pollution exposure on asthma, allergy and sensitization: a systematic review and a meta‐analysis of
birth cohort studies. Allergy, 70(3), 245–256.
28 Schwartz, J. (2004). Air pollution and children’s health. Pediatrics, 113(4 Suppl), 1037–1043.
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which implies both increased frequency of cycling trips, but also that a broader swath of the
population will be cycling and walking. The benefits of the additional exercise are wide ranging
and studies in other cities29,30 have indicated that the relative risk of all-cause mortality was
30-40% less among those who cycled compared to those who did not undertake comparable
levels of exercise.
By 2050, almost all the pre-2016 building stock is retrofitted in the low carbon scenario,
improving the indoor environmental quality of the building stock. As people typically spend
90% of their time indoors, 31 indoor health conditions are an important consideration. The
retrofits will address the phenomenon of ‘sick building syndrome’, prevalent in buildings of
the 1980s and 1990s era, as heating and ventilation systems are replaced or retrofitted. The
improved energy performance of the buildings will also affect health directly by inﬂuencing
indoor temperatures, the use and cost of energy (with indirect effects on choices for low
income families), and the emission of toxic pollutants to the local environment. 32
The built environment in the low carbon scenario includes improvements in walking and
cycling infrastructure, encouraging physical fitness and exercise and increasing overall health
among elderly people. Oxygen uptake and flexibility both increase with physical activity, 33 and
it has also been proven to increase psychological and spiritual health.
Retrofitting buildings for energy efficiency can also reduce the impact of heat on the elderly,
a high-risk population in terms of developing severe heat stroke, heat exhaustion, fainting,
swelling or heat cramps during a heat wave.

6.7.2 ECONOMIC PROSPERITY
Economic prosperity is defined as the capability to flourish, a definition developed by the UK
Sustainable Development Commission. 34 In articulating this definition, the authors cite broad
questions posed by the economist Amartya Sen about how people can function: Are they
29 Andersen LB, Schnohr P, Schroll M, Hein HO. All-cause mortality associated with physical activity during leisure
time, work, sports, and cycling to work. Arch Intern Med2000;160:1621-8.
30 Matthews CE, Jurj AL, Shu XO, Li HL, Yang G, Li Q, et al. Influence of exercise, walking, cycling, and overall nonexercise physical activity on mortality in Chinese women. Am J Epidemiol2007;165:1343-50.
31 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 1989. Report to Congress on Indoor Air Quality — Vol. II: Assessment
and Control of Indoor Air Pollution. EPA/400/1-89/001C. Washington, D.C.: US EPA. Available at tinyurl. com/CCN-2013R017E
32 Milner, J., Davies, M., & Wilkinson, P. (2012). Urban energy, carbon management (low carbon cities) and co-benefits
for human health. Current Opinion in Environmental Sustainability, 4(4), 398–404.
33 Morris, N. (2003). Health, Well-being and Open Space. OPENspace: the Research Centre for Inclusive Access to Outdoor Environments. Edinburgh College of Art and Heriot-Watt University
34 Jackson, T. (2009). p.21 Prosperity without growth: economics for a finite planet. London ; Sterling, VA: Earthscan.
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well nourished? Are they free from avoidable morbidity? Do they live long? Can they take part
in the life of the community? Can they appear in public without shame and without feeling
disgraced? Can they find worthwhile jobs? Can they keep themselves warm? Can they use
their school education? Can they visit friends and relations if they choose?35
In general, the transition to a low carbon economy is expected to have four categories of
impacts on labour markets. First, additional jobs will be created in emerging sectors. Second,
some employment will be shifted, for example from fossil fuels to renewables. Third, certain
jobs will be eliminated, such as vehicle mechanics who specialize in gasoline motors. Fourth,
many existing jobs will be transformed and redefined. 36
Measures to reduce GHG emissions result in reduced household energy costs, as energy
requirements for electricity and heating and cooling dwellings decline.
Cities have policy levers that can unlock major economic opportunities, which can lead to new
opportunities for for-profit and social enterprises both in the city and as exports to cities around
the world. The low carbon scenario unlocks investment opportunities in buildings, the energy
system, the transportation system and in solid waste.
An ancillary benefit is the stimulation of risk mitigation within the private sector. For example,
using global fossil reserves is incompatible with emissions reductions targets. 37 Enterprises
or investors with ownership of these reserves face a risk that these assets may be stranded.
Actions to reduce GHG emissions help to refocus the economy on low carbon solutions;
delaying policies on climate action increases the risk of stranded assets. 38 On the opportunity
side, new markets and investment opportunities are emerging. In addition to new investment
opportunities, the low carbon scenario results in lower operating costs for businesses as energy
costs per floor space.
Actions that reduce GHG emissions will stimulate innovation as enterprises reposition
themselves and invest in research and development to provide new services, business models
and markets. This process is and will trigger a process of technology diffusion, adaptation and
novel experimentation.
Innovation has a powerful effect on productivity and economic growth as well as creating
opportunities to advance well-being. There are the obvious technological innovations
associated with the low carbon scenario including electric vehicles, batteries, solar

35 Nussbaum, M., Sen, A., & Research, W. I. for D. E. (1993). The Quality of Life. Oxford University Press.
36 Martinez-Fernandez, C., Hinojosa, C., & Miranda, G. (2010). Green jobs and skills: the local labour market implications
of addressing climate change. Working Document, OECD. Retrieved from http://www.oecd.org/regionalleed/44683169.
pdf
37 Carbon Tracker Initiative. (2011). Unburnable carbon: Are the world’s financial markets carrying a carbon bubble?
Retrieved from http://www.carbontracker.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Unburnable-Carbon-Full-rev2-1.pdf
38 Nelson, D., Herve-Mignucci, M., Goggins, A, Szambelan, S., Vladeck, T., & Zuckerman, J. (2014). Moving to a low-carbon
economy: The impact of policy pathways on fossil fuel asset values.
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photovoltaics, and others, but there is also the potential for social innovations such as energy
cooperatives or car sharing, which attract less attention. Other examples will disrupt major
established energy delivery systems, such as microgrids, decentralised generation and storage,
and advanced district energy. District energy, Passive Houses and microgrids are examples of
innovating systems, rather than specific technologies. These examples are but a few of how
low carbon innovation is rapidly transforming society; actions to reduce GHG emissions can
support and encourage these innovations and innovators. 39
Branding and image are potential co-benefits of climate action. The Brand Finance company
valued the City of Vancouver’s brand at $31 billion, and found that it was associated with the
environment, ‘green’ living and environmental leadership, ahead of other cities including San
Francisco, Singapore, Sydney, Shanghai and Hong Kong.40 Various rankings including the
Sustainable Cities Index,41 the Green City Index42 and RepTrak43 contribute to brand positioning
with respect to climate action and sustainability. While the City of Guelph has an established
reputation with respect to energy and GHG emissions through its past work, the ambition of
the low carbon scenario would significantly enhance the City’s standing in Canada and beyond
as a beacon of action on climate change and a clean economy.

39 Willis, R., Webb, M., & Wilsdon, J. (2007). The Disrupters: Lessons for low-carbon innovation from the new wave of
environmental pioneers. Retrieved from http://sro.sussex.ac.uk/47867
40 City of Vancouver. (n.d.). Written evidence of the City of Vancouver- Appendix 82. Retrieved from http://vancouver.
ca/files/cov/Evidence-Edgar-Baum-Vancouver-brand-valuation.pdf
41 Arcadis. (n.d.). Sustainable Cities Index 2016. Retrieved November 11, 2016, from https://www.arcadis.com/en/global/
our-perspectives/sustainable-cities-index-2016/
42 Economist Intelligence Unit. (2011). US and Canada green city index: Assessing the environmental performance of
27 major US and Canadian cities. Retrieved from http://www.siemens.com/entry/cc/features/greencityindex_international/all/en/pdf/report_northamerica_en.pdf
43 City RepTrak 2015- Most Reputable Cities. (n.d.). Retrieved November 11, 2016, from https://www.reputationinstitute.
com/Resources/Registered/PDF-Resources/City-RepTrak-Report-2015.aspx
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6.7.3 SOCIAL EQUITY
Not all individuals or all communities are equally affected by climate change.44 People living in
different geographies, with different capacities, and with different jobs will experience climate
change effects differently. Climate change represents a burden on future generations and the
complexity of the climatic system means that these impacts are difficult to anticipate. The
burden of action increases the longer action is delayed. In 2015, twenty-one youth from across
the United States filed a landmark constitutional climate change lawsuit against the federal
government in the U.S. District Court for the District of Oregon. The youth successfully asserted
that, in causing climate change, the federal government violated the youngest generation’s
constitutional rights to life, liberty, property, as well as failed to protect essential public trust
resources.45 A similar case was recently launched in Quebec.46

6.7.4 THE COST OF DOING NOTHING
This discussion has focused on the benefits of implementing a low carbon pathway. Conversely
the risk of doing nothing is also significant. Risk is defined as the probability of an event
combined with the severity of its impacts. In the context of this analysis, risks include the
following:
▶▶ A slower response to mitigation and therefore more severe impacts of climate change
▶▶ A missed opportunity to transition to low carbon urban systems and therefore an
increased burden on the City of Guelph, households and the private sector to support
the transition
▶▶ A missed opportunity for leadership in the public and private sector
▶▶ A missed opportunity to acquire the co-benefits in improved health outcomes,
economic development, a more resilient energy system and improved quality of living
that are synergistic with the low carbon scenario.

44 Rudolph, L., Gould, S., and Berko, J. “Climate Change, Health and Equity: Opportunities for Action.” Oakland, CA:
Public Health Institute, 2015. https://www.phi.org/uploads/application/files/h7fjouo1i38v3tu427p9s9kcmhs3oxsi7tsg1fovh3yesd5hxu.pdf.
45 Our Children’s Trust. (2016). Landmark US federal climate lawsuit. Retrieved November 14, 2016, from https://www.
ourchildrenstrust.org/us/federal-lawsuit/
46See: https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2018/11/26/quebec-environmentalists-launch-climate-change-lawsuit-against-ottawa.html
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7. CONCLUSION
The analysis in this paper has defined a low carbon pathway for the City of Guelph that
achieves a reduction of over 90% in GHG emissions by 2050 over 2016 levels. This pathway
represents a fundamental transition in both the way in which energy is used and the type
of energy that is used. While this result does not comprehensively achieve the City’s net zero
carbon target, it is envisioned that emerging technologies and policies will help carry the City’s
effort past the finish line, assuming changes are made in electricity market regulation allowing
for power purchase agreements and similar tools. If required, the process of achieving the net
zero carbon target can be expedited through the bulk purchase of renewable energy on the
market.
The integration of the actions is a critical component; the whole is truly greater than the sum
of the parts. For example, if electrification of transportation occurs in the absence of the
building retrofits contemplated in the analysis, there will be considerable additional strain
on the electricity grid, driving the costs of the pathway much higher. If building retrofits are
not coordinated with the installation of heat pumps and solar panels (for net metering), the
incremental cost of additional retrofits will increase. If efforts to increase the walking and
cycling mode share fall short, the additional cost of providing renewable electricity to electric
personal vehicles will also increase. Because this integration is so critical to maximising
societal and environmental benefits, the City is well-positioned, as an entity that influences
all the relevant dimensions, to be a steward of this effort in coordination with community
organizations.
This report and the accompanying analysis constitute a map that lays out the pathway; the
next and perhaps most challenging chapter is the implementation; how can the required
number of households and commercial buildings be retrofit each year; how can renewable
energy projects be incentivized or encouraged? These questions and many more will define
the success of the City in achieving its net zero carbon objective.
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APPENDIX 1: TABLES OF
RESULTS
Table 9. RENEWABLE ENERGY INSTALLATIONS BY YEAR, LOW CARBON SCENARIO.
Rooftop Solar

Ground-mount

PV (MW)

Solar PV (MW)

Wind (MW)

2016
2017
2018
2019

20

2020

20

2021

13.77

20

1.67

2022

3.04

20

1.67

2023

2.55

20

1.67

2024

2.51

20

1.67

2025

2.46

20

1.67

2026

109.72

20

1.67

2027

45.51

20

1.67

2028

28.77

20

1.67

2029

29.24

20

1.67

2030

29.64

20

1.67

2031

49.16

20

1.67

2032

32.51

20

1.67

2033

4.42

20

1.67

2034

4.32

20

1.67

2035

4.16

20

1.67

2036

21.95

20

1.67

2037

23.69

20

1.67

2038

3.7

20

1.67

2039

3.64

20

1.67

2040

3.61

20

1.67

2041

21.28

20

1.67

2042

13.56

20

1.67

2043

2.64

20

1.67
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Rooftop Solar

Ground-mount

PV (MW)

Solar PV (MW)

Wind (MW)

2044

2.32

20

1.67

2045

2.13

20

1.67

2046

19.78

20

1.67

2047

11.7

20

1.67

2048

1.75

20

1.67

2049

1.68

20

1.67

2050

1.61

20

1.67

Table 10. NUMBER OF VEHICLES BY TECHNOLOGY, LOW CARBON SCENARIO.
Conventional

Hybrid

Plug-in hybrid

Full electric

and other
2017

88,536

1,024

95

17

2018

90,384

981

113

49

2019

92,196

929

130

103

2020

93,935

868

147

287

2021

95,456

800

163

785

2022

96,321

726

176

1,816

2023

96,317

646

187

3,639

2024

95,193

562

193

6,537

2025

92,769

477

196

10,812

2026

88,837

394

193

16,542

2027

83,484

320

186

23,678

2028

77,036

252

174

31,924

2029

70,006

192

160

40,774

2030

62,854

140

145

49,739

2031

55,706

98

130

58,753
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Conventional

Hybrid

Plug-in hybrid

Full electric

and other
2032

48,770

65

114

67,445

2033

42,060

42

98

75,782

2034

35,613

27

83

83,833

2035

29,507

18

68

91,472

2036

23,846

13

55

98,619

2037

18,733

10

43

105,225

2038

14,252

7

33

111,180

2039

10,453

5

24

116,500

2040

7,344

4

17

121,071

2041

4,897

2

11

124,971

2042

3,061

2

7

128,439

2043

1,766

1

4

131,392

2044

925

0

2

133,904

2045

433

0

1

136,016

2046

179

0

0

137,882

2047

64

0

0

139,647

2048

19

0

0

141,312

2049

5

-

0

142,936

2050

1

-

-

144,515
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Table 11. NUMBER OF RESIDENTIAL UNITS RETROFIT IN FIVE YEAR INCREMENTS, LOW
CARBON SCENARIO.
Single detached

Double detached

Rows

Apartments

2021

7,059

834

3,024

2,623

2026

15,652

1,852

6,417

5,659

2031

20,021

2,372

7,824

7,028

2036

22,154

2,627

8,318

7,543

2041

23,098

2,739

8,436

7,673

2046

23,394

2,774

8,309

7,596

2051

23,369

2,772

8,071

7,450

Table 12. FLOOR SPACE (M2) OF NON-RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS RETROFIT IN FIVE YEAR
INCREMENTS, LOW CARBON SCENARIO.
Commercial

Retail

Warehouse

Education

Institution

2021

96,400

248,033

126,867

268,268

193,007

2026

193,897

488,984

256,718

547,689

387,745

2031

244,765

611,124

325,779

701,108

491,080

2036

270,899

677,481

364,401

785,343

545,336

2041

283,759

712,700

385,190

831,593

574,513

2046

289,632

729,794

396,117

856,987

589,325

2051

291,931

736,692

401,658

870,930

596,239
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Table 13. NUMBER OF DWELLINGS CONSTRUCTED TO NET ZERO IN FIVE-YEAR
INCREMENTS, LOW CARBON SCENARIO.
Single detached

Double detached

Row

Apartment

2016

-

-

-

-

2021

1,895

214

487

630

2026

3,790

428

973

1,260

2031

3,790

428

973

1,260

2036

3,790

428

973

1,260

2041

3,790

428

973

1,260

2046

3,790

428

973

1,260

Table 14. FLOOR SPACE (M2) OF NON-RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS BUILT TO PASSIVE HOUSE
STANDARDS, LOW CARBON SCENARIO.
Commercial
2016

-

Retail

Warehouse
-

Education

-

-

Institution
-

2021

43,191

47,989

35,544

13,475

26,833

2026

86,458

96,398

71,116

26,950

52,657

2031

86,809

96,957

71,206

26,950

52,860

2036

87,064

97,680

71,275

26,950

53,066

2041

87,131

97,410

71,275

26,950

55,219

2046

86,851

96,603

71,214

26,950

55,135
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Table 15. NUMBER OF DWELLINGS CONNECTED TO DISTRICT ENERGY IN THE LOW
CARBON SCENARIO
Year

Dwellings

2022

15

2023

45

2024

89

2025

149

2026

225

2027

322

2028

447

2029

611

2030

820

2031

1,074

2032

1,340

2033

1,608

2034

1,872

2035

2,126

2036

2,368

2037

2,596

2038

2,810

2039

3,011

2040

3,199

2041

3,374

2042

3,534

2043

3,682

2044

3,820
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Year

Dwellings

2045

3,951

2046

4,080

2047

4,206

2048

4,333

2049

4,459

2050

4,585

Table 16. NON-RESIDENTIAL FLOOR SPACE CONNECTED TO DISTRICT ENERGY IN THE
LOW CARBON SCENARIO.
Year

Floor Space

2021

500,726

2026

583,866

2031

648,885

2036

701,445

2041

770,527

2046

812,999

2051

864,799

2056

895,000

2061

904,939
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APPENDIX 2:
ASSUMPTIONS
EMISSIONS FRAMEWORK, SCOPE & FACTORS

Figure 48. City of Guelph municipal boundary.
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Figure 49. GHG Protocol for Cities scope boundaries.

EMISSIONS FACTORS
Table 17. EMISSIONS FACTORS.
Category

Description

Natural gas

49 kg CO2e/GJ

Comment
Environment and Climate Change Canada.
National Inventory Report 1990-2015:
Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks in
Canada.
Part 2. Tables A6-1 and A6-2, Emission
Factors for Natural Gas.
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Category
Electricity

Description

Comment

2016:

National Energy Board. (2016). Canada’s

CO2: 28.9 g/kWh

Energy Future 2016. Government of Canada.

CH4: 0.007 g/kWh

Retrieved from https://www.neb-one.gc.ca/

N2O: 0.001 g/kWh

nrg/ntgrtd/ftr/2016pt/nrgyftrs_rprt-2016eng.pdf

2050:
CO2: 37.4 g/kWh
CH4: 0.009 g/kWh
N2O: 0.001 g/kWh
Gasoline

g/L

Environment and Climate Change Canada.

CO2: 2316

National Inventory Report 1990-2015:

CH4: 0.32

Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks in

N2O: 0.66

Canada. Part 2.
Table A6–12 Emission Factors for Energy
Mobile Combustion Sources

Diesel

g/L

Environment and Climate Change Canada.

CO2: 2690.00

National Inventory Report 1990-2015:

CH4: 0.07

Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks in

N2O: 0.21

Canada. Part 2.
Table A6–12 Emission Factors for Energy
Mobile Combustion Sources

Fuel oil

Residential g/L

Environment and Climate Change Canada.

CO2:

2560

National Inventory Report 1990-2015:

CH4:

0.026

Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks in

N2O:

0.006

Canada. Part 2.
Table A6–4 Emission Factors for Refined

Commercial g/L
CO2:

2753

CH4:

0.026

N2O:

0.031

Industrial g/L
CO2:

2753

CH4:

0.006

N2O:

0.031

Petroleum Products
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Category
Propane

Description

Comment

g/L

Environment and Climate Change Canada.

Transport

National Inventory Report 1990-2015:

CO2: 1515.00

Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks in

CH4: 0.64

Canada. Part 2.

N2O: 0.03

Table A6–3 Emission Factors for Natural Gas
Liquids

Residential

Table A6–12 Emission Factors for Energy

CO2: 1515.00

Mobile Combustion Sources

CH4 : 0.027
N2O: 0.108
All other sectors
CO2: 1515.00
CH4: 0.024
N2O: 0.108
Waste

Landfill emissions are calculated from first

Landfill emissions: IPCC Guidelines Vol 5. Ch

order decay of degradable organic carbon

3, Equation 3.1

deposited in landfill.
Derived emission factor in 2016 = 0.015 kg
CH4/tonne solid waste (assuming 70%
recovery of landfill methane); 0.050 kg
CH4/tonne solid waste not accounting for
recovery.
Wastewater

CH4: 0.48 kg CH4/kg BOD

CH4 wastewater: IPCC Guidelines Vol 5.

N2O: 3.2 g / (person * year) from advanced

Ch 6, Tables 6.2 and 6.3; MCF value for

treatment

anaerobic digester

0.005 g /g N from wastewater discharge

N2O from advanced treatment: IPCC
Guidelines Vol 5. Ch 6, Box 6.1
N2O from wastewater discharge: IPCC
Guidelines Vol 5. Ch 6, Section 6.3.1.2
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MODELLING TOOL
The modelling for the baseline year 2016, and BAU scenario out to 2050 were completed using
CityInSight.

ABOUT CITYINSIGHT
CityInSight is an integrated energy, emissions and finance model developed by Sustainability
Solutions Group (SSG) and whatIf? Technologies Inc. (whatIf?).
It is an integrated, multi-fuel, multi-sector, spatially-disaggregated energy systems, emissions
and finance model for cities. The model enables bottom-up accounting for energy supply and
demand, including renewable resources, conventional fuels, energy consuming technology
stocks (e.g. vehicles, appliances, dwellings, buildings) and all intermediate energy flows (e.g.
electricity and heat).
Energy and GHG emissions are derived from a series of connected stock and flow models,
evolving on the basis of current and future geographic and technology decisions/assumptions
(e.g. EV penetration rates). The model accounts for physical flows (i.e. energy use, new vehicles
by technology, vehicle kilometres travelled) as determined by stocks (buildings, vehicles,
heating equipment, etc).
CityInSight incorporates and adapts concepts from the system dynamics approach to complex
systems analysis. For any given year within its time horizon, CityInSight traces the flows and
transformations of energy from sources through energy currencies (e.g. gasoline, electricity,
hydrogen) to end uses (e.g. personal vehicle use, space heating) to energy costs and to GHG
emissions. An energy balance is achieved by accounting for efficiencies, conservation rates,
and trade and losses at each stage in the journey from source to end use.
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Table 18. CHARACTERISTICS OF CITYINSIGHT.
Characteristic

Rationale

Integrated

CityInSight is designed to model and account for all sectors that relate to energy
and emissions at a city scale while capturing the relationships between sectors.
The demand for energy services is modelled independently of the fuels and
technologies that provide the energy services. This decoupling enables exploration
of fuel switching scenarios. Physically feasible scenarios are established when
energy demand and supply are balanced.

Scenario-

Once calibrated with historical data, CityInSight enables the creation of scenarios

based

to explore different possible futures. Each scenario can consist of either one or a
combination of policies, actions and strategies. Historical calibration ensures that
scenario projections are rooted in observed data.

Spatial

The configuration of the built environment determines the ability of people to walk
and cycle, accessibility to transit, feasibility of district energy and other aspects.
CityInSight therefore includes a full spatial dimension that can include as many
zones - the smallest areas of geographic analysis - as are deemed appropriate. The
spatial component to the model can be integrated with City GIS systems, land-use
projections and transportation modelling.

GHG reporting

Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventories (GPC

framework

Protocol).

Economic

CityInSight has the ability to incorporates a financial analysis of costs related to

impacts

energy (expenditures on energy) and emissions (carbon pricing, social cost of
carbon), as well as operating and capital costs for policies, strategies and actions. It
allows for the generation of marginal abatement curves to illustrate the cost and/or
savings of policies, strategies and actions.

MODEL STRUCTURE
The major components of the model, and the first level of modelled relationships (influences),
are represented by the blue arrows in Figure 49. Additional relationships may be modelled by
modifying inputs and assumptions, specified directly by users, or in an automated fashion
by code or scripts running “on top of” the base model structure. Feedback relationships are
also possible, such as increasing the adoption rate of non-emitting vehicles in order to meet a
particular GHG emissions constraint.
The model is spatially explicit. All buildings and transportation activities are tracked within
a discrete number of geographic zones, or zone system, specific to the city. This enables
consideration of the impact of land-use patterns and urban form on energy use and emissions
production from a baseline year to future points in the study horizon. CityInSight’s GIS outputs
can be integrated with city mapping and GIS systems.
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STOCKS AND FLOWS
For any given year, various factors shape the picture of energy and emissions flows, including:
the population and the energy services it requires; non-residential buildings; energy production
and trade; the deployed technologies which deliver energy services (service technologies);
and the deployed technologies which transform energy sources to energy carriers(harvesting
technologies). The model makes an explicit mathematical relationship between these factors some contextual and some part of the energy consuming or producing infrastructure - and the
energy flow picture.
Some factors are modelled as stocks - counts of similar things, classified by various properties.
For example, population is modelled as a stock of people classified by age and gender.
Population change over time is projected by accounting for: the natural aging process, inflows
(births, immigration) and outflows (deaths, emigration). The fleet of personal use vehicles, an
example of a service technology, is modelled as a stock of vehicles classified by size, engine
type and model year - with a similarly-classified fuel consumption intensity.

CityInSight

Major Components & Relationships
Inﬂuence Diagram
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Figure 50. Representation of CityInSight’s structure.
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As with population, projecting change in the vehicle stock involves aging vehicles and
accounting for major inflows (new vehicle sales) and major outflows (vehicle discards). This
stock-turnover approach is applied to other service technologies (e.g. furnaces, water heaters)
and also harvesting technologies (e.g. electricity generating capacity).

MODELLING PROCESS
DATA REQUEST & COLLECTION
A detailed data request was compiled and issued to the City of Guelph. Data was collected
from various sources by the City, SSG and whatIf?. Assumptions were identified to supplement
any gaps in observed data. The data and assumptions were applied in modelling per the
process described below.

ZONE SYSTEM
The modelling tool (CityInSight) is spatially explicit, that is, population, employment and
residential and non-residential floorspace, which drives stationary energy demand, are
allocated and tracked spatially within the model’s zone system. The passenger transportation
sub-model, which drives transportation energy demand, also operates within the same zone
system.

Figure 51. Transportation zones for City of Guelph.
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GRID EMISSIONS
For the BAU scenario, the electricity generation input variables were set on projected electricity
generation capacity for Ontario.

Figure 52. Projected emissions factor for electricity grid, Ontario (2016-2050).
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ENERGY COSTS
Energy cost intensities were derived from two sources: National Energy Board Energy Futures
2016 projections- reference case (electricity, natural gas, fuel oil, gasoline and diesel oil); and,
a Fuels Technical Report prepared for the Government of Ontario (propane). The National
Energy Board projections extend until 2040; these were extrapolated to 2050. The energy
cost intensities are applied to energy consumption by fuel, derived by the model as described
above, to determine total annual energy and per household costs.
Table 19. ENERGY COSTS PROJECTIONS, 2016 & 2050.
Energy Costs ($/MJ)

2016

2050

% +/- (2016-2050)

Residential

Electricity

$ 0.009

$ 0.010

17%

Residential

Natural Gas

$ 0.042

$ 0.048

14%

Residential

Fuel Oil

$ 0.029

$ 0.037

28%

Commercial

Electricity

$ 0.006

$ 0.008

23%

Commercial

Natural Gas

$ 0.004

$ 0.004

20%

Commercial

Fuel Oil

$ 0.003

$ 0.003

33%

Commercial

Propane

$ 0.002

$ 0.002

26%

Industrial

Electricity

$ 0.006

$ 0.007

27%

Industrial

Natural Gas

$ 0.032

$ 0.039

20%

Industrial

Fuel Oil

$ 0.016

$ 0.024

54%

Vehicles

Electricity

$ 0.016

$ 0.024

54%

Vehicles

Natural Gas

$ 0.019

$ 0.027

41%

Vehicles

Gasoline

$ 0.009

$ 0.010

17%

Vehicles

Diesel

$ 0.042

$ 0.048

14%
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